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London townhouses to raise money for The Breast Cancer 
Research Foundation to support UK research projects.

It was a pleasure to walk round and appreciate some of 
London’s most talented interior designers present their own 
style, passion and interpretation of the ‘Holiday House’.

Spectacular displays of creativity and passion spark 
throughout the house, from the teenage bedroom of your 
dreams by Studio Suss to ‘The Artisan Collection’ by Iggi 
Interior Design which featured provocative art work and an 
irresistible pink feathered wall.

elebrating its 10th Anniversary by 
coming to London for the first time 
in November 2017, Holiday House 
London has seen some of the UK’s 
most celebrated interior designers 
join forces to design two West London
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Littlefair London had the rare 
opportunity to support this 
exhibition by donating accessories 
to the Taylor Howes Living set and 
furniture to the bedroom retreat 
by Laura Hammett. 

This ‘Aegean Luxury Retreat’ instantly transports 
you to the Mediterranean Coast, as you take a 
breath of the fresh sea air, aka Mareminerale by Culti 
Milano. The elegant bedroom set features a draping 
bed canopy, hand-painted joinery by Fromental, 
delicate ceramic wall sculptures and not to mention 
our very own Warwick bedside tables. 

We couldn’t help but admire the sophisticated 
formal reception by Taylor Howes aptly named 
‘Home Couture – The Best of the Best’. The talented 
design team have skilfully combined a space for 
both entertaining and relaxing in the style of a 
traditional London townhouse, with a preview of 
their new Taylor Howes Collection of furniture pieces 
– launching next year. It was a pleasure to see the 
curation of accessories from our newest collection 
dress the room so elegantly. 



Holiday House is open from November 9th – 
December 10th. Tickets cost £20 and can be 
purchased online at holidayhouselondon.com
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